10 Essential Tips for Writing
Children’s Picture Books
1. Make your main character a child, or child-like, the
same age (or emotional age) as your reader, so your reader can identify with him/her.
2. Craft a simple, clear plot based on a single situation. What does your main character
want, what’s in their way (or what’s their problem), and how do they solve it in the end?
3. Know your point. What message, thoughts or feelings do you want to leave your reader
with? Remember that your theme is best revealed through the actions of your characters and
the events of the story, rather than through overt statements or narrative summations.
4. Make every word count. Picture books are 1000 words or less – preferably MUCH less.
Don’t take up time with exposition or descriptions. Illustrations reveal as much as text does,
so don’t write what the art will show. Avoid adjectives, adverbs, repetition and redundancies.
Economy is key! How can you distill your story into as few well-chosen words as possible?
5. Think visually. Picture books are 32 pages, including title page, dedications, copyright and
acknowledgements (which means 26-28 pages of actual text/art). Lay out your manuscript in
dummy format. How much text do you envision per page? What might the illustrations look
like? Avoid ‘talking heads,’ and think in terms of action. But unless you’re an
author/illustrator, don’t pair up with an illustrator yet – that’s the publisher’s job!
6. Show, don’t tell. Reveal through character action rather than by narrative telling or
describing. Show what your characters are thinking or feeling through their behavior and
dialogue. Don’t rely on adverbs and adjectives… choose stronger verbs!
7. Make sure your hero plays an active role in solving his/her own problem. Avoid the
temptation to have all-knowing adults come in and offer solutions or solve problems for your
characters. Find ways for them to be proactive in coming to those solutions themselves.
8. Tell the truth, especially in fantasy. Children’s books often feature animal or other
anthropomorphic characters. But it’s the truth of who that character is that captures the
imagination – not just the fact that he or she is an animal. For example, if your hero is a
giraffe, bring his height or legginess to bear on the story. Don’t just give an animal all the
attributes of being human… otherwise they might just as well be human.
9. Use verse with caution. Don’t neglect story structure for the sake of rhyme. Draft a prose
version of your story to review the key issues – characters, plot, setting, theme. Verse is
frosting, not the cake itself! Also, make sure you have true rhymes and consistency of meter.
Never try to bend phrasing to accommodate rhyme.
10. Polish, polish, polish! Read your book out loud to as many kids as you can. Where do
they get fidgety? What don’t they understand? Study books in the same genre, to see what
makes the good ones sing. Consider hiring a freelance editor to help with the final polishing.
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